1. Introduction

Estimates on the phase content of cement for process control and specification compliance using the Bogue calculations have been used for the past 75 years. The Bogue method is an indirect approach based upon a bulk chemical analysis and assumptions of the chemistry of the four principal phases. Bias inherent in the calculations resulting from assumptions of composition and from analytical uncertainties have limited their use in accurately characterizing mineralogical compositions [1,2]. X-ray powder diffraction analysis has become more popular within the industry, providing a direct analytical method for a more complete and potentially more accurate estimate of phase compositions of clinker and cement.

Qualitative and quantitative analysis by X-ray powder diffraction is a complicated analytical procedure, particularly for labs not well acquainted with the analysis procedures, cements, or both. The need for a standardized analytical procedure and some means to validate individual laboratory performance was recognized by interlaboratory studies [3,4,5,6] and became a goal of the ASTM C01 Committee on Cement.

In 1978, ASTM C1.23 Subcommittee on compositional analysis initiated a task group (TG) on X-ray powder diffraction (XRD) to develop a test method to improve the precision and bias [3,4,5,6]. Initial work used sets of calibration mixtures, calibration curves, and compounded test mixtures using an internal standard-based analysis [7,8,9]. Peak intensity measurements remained a source of inconsistency in test results between laboratories [10] leading some to conclude that XRD results were not much better than the Bogue estimates [3,6].

The application of the Rietveld method to XRD analysis of cements [11,12] has dispensed the need to develop complicated calibration curves for each phase, using crystal structure models and the entire diffraction pattern to estimate individual phase intensities. While this has made the measurements more consistent within and between laboratories [13], the inherent data normalization in the Rietveld method can pose a hidden problem. This constraint will obscure bias, if present, and apportion bias across all phases relative to their concentration. So, while this approach has successfully addressed the challenges of reference standards and phase intensity measurement, it remains possible to get a suitable-appearing refinement with a highly biased result. Standard test methods and test validation remain necessary to provide assurance of a suitable analysis.

This paper will present a discussion on the development of a standard test procedure using X-ray powder diffraction for cements, the development and role of certified reference clinkers for phase analysis and, proficiency testing for validating laboratory performance that may encompass a wider range of materials.
2. Standard Reference Material (SRM) Clinkers

The initial interlaboratory studies by the ASTM XRD TG involved sets of compounded mixtures of lab-synthesized phases to serve as calibration mixtures and a second set to serve as validation mixtures. A longer-term goal of the ASTM TG was to develop a well-characterized set of industrial clinkers to facilitate the test development. These reference materials (RM) were first made available in the mid-1980's [14] with reference values based on light microscopy point count analysis. Subsequently, an additional data set by X-ray powder diffraction analysis provided the second independent analytical method to establish certified reference values and uncertainties [15].

Three SRM clinkers, SRM 2686, 2687, and 2688 were developed as certified reference materials. They exhibit a range of textures and phase abundance and are intended to be used in developing and testing quantitative methods for cement analysis, primarily microscopy and X-ray powder diffraction. SRM2686a (the successor to SRM 2686) has an intermediate grain size, heterogeneous phase distribution and periclase disseminated throughout. SRM2687a has a fine-grained, moderately heterogeneous texture. SRM2688 is coarse-grained with uniformly-distributed silicates and matrix (Figure 1).

3. Test Method Development

The initial set of interlaboratory trials for quantitative analysis of the interstitial phases (aluminates, ferrite, and periclase) [7,8] used compounded test mixtures and later the Reference Clinkers to assess precision and bias. Using selective extractions to concentrate the interstitial phases, precisions of 1.1 % within-lab 1σ (repeatability) and 1.7 % between-lab 1σ (reproducibility) were calculated on a whole clinker basis. The mean values from the participants closely mirrored the known values, leading to a conclusion of no apparent bias.


The test method was initially based upon the internal standard method using calibration curves but the performance-based approach easily accommodated growing popularity of the Rietveld method. The adoption of the Rietveld method however has presented one new shortcoming. Inherent in the calculations is a data normalization that may obscure bias. In the traditional calibration curve approach that assesses each phase individually, having a data set sum to less than or greater than 100 % indicates some problem with the data or the calibrations that needs additional investigation. While the Rietveld approach has improved consistency, differences between laboratory procedures may result in significant disagreement, so the need to demonstrate appropriate test performance remains with the SRM clinkers and proficiency testing using cements providing a means to qualify laboratory performance.

XRD measurements of hydraulic cements, like any measurement process, are subject to a random and a lab-specific systematic bias (error) [18]. Four factors contribute to testing variability: 1) the operator, 2) the equipment, 3) instrument calibration, and 4) the testing environment [19]. For example, a new operator may not have as much experience in phase identification and quantitative analysis, one instrument may be lower-powered than others, counting statistics (count time, detector design), specimen grinding and mounting procedures, structure models, and analysis codes. While not an exhaustive list, these variables are relatively constant within a lab, imparting some measurement variability between specimen replicates. However, they will generally vary between labs, resulting in larger differences in between lab test results.

Precision is defined within ASTM as “the closeness of agreement among test results obtained under prescribed conditions” [19]. Precision is expressed as repeatability (within-laboratory, designated \( s_r \)) which excludes the four factors and reproducibility (between-laboratory, designated \( s_{RL} \)), which includes the four factors. Both measures are expressed as standard deviations of replicate analyses. From the \( s_r \) and \( s_{RL} \), the maximum difference (d2s) between two test results may be calculated by multiplying the respective standard deviation by 2.77 to obtain the 95% repeatability (r) and reproducibility (R) limits [19].

These measures form the basis for qualification in ASTM C1365 using a certified reference material portland cement clinker. The qualification provides both the lab and the user of the test results with a degree of confidence that the test can be successfully accomplished. This is particularly important now, where as mentioned earlier, the normalization in the Rietveld calculation may obscure bias.

An alternate validation approach, proficiency testing, provides a means to test method and lab performance using a wider variety of materials. For cements analyses, laboratories provide a single analysis on each of two cements using a consensus for phase abundance and comparison to the ASTM C1365 precision qualification criteria. Both of these approaches will be illustrated.

In the first example, NIST SRM clinker 2688 has been analyzed by 11 individual laboratories using X-ray powder diffraction. Plots of their results are shown in Figure 2 with the three replicate determinations for each phase. The blue box here encompasses the \( \pm 1\sigma \) reproducibility limits for information while the green box represents the qualification criteria, \( \pm d2s \), the reproducibility limits. The displacement between individual replicate determinations for each lab represents the repeatability and the displacement of the triplicate clusters between labs represents reproducibility. While not illustrated in the plots to maintain simplicity, the \( d2s \) limits for repeatability are coincidentally approximately the width of the blue box. Most labs exhibit a similar repeatability, which generally falls within method limits.
Figure 1. Standard Reference Material (SRM) Clinkers 2686a (top), 2687a (middle) and 2688 exhibit a range of textures and compositions and are used for developing and testing methods for quantitative phase analysis.
Greater differences are seen between lab determinations and, in some cases, one may speculate as to the sources of lab bias. In the cases of labs 6 and 11, for example, there appears to be a correlation between the alite and belite test results. These results may reflect preferred orientation of the silicates and the difficulty in estimating silicate scale factors after orientation corrections have been applied.

So, for a lab to qualify using this SRM, their triplicate results (repeatability) should not be displaced by more than the width of the blue box and their test result must remain within the green box. While both labs 6 and 11 fall within the d2s bounds for alite, they fail due to the bias in belite determination. In some cases where lab repeatability is relatively large, bias may be reduced by establishing a test result as a mean of replicate measurements. This can be imagined in the case where lab 1 has its first aluminate determination on the limit and the third exceeding the limit. By re-defining a test result as the mean of n=3 replicates, they would qualify. By doing so, labs 1, 3, and 5 would be able to qualify their ferrite determinations. Alternatively, they could assess their test procedures to determine and resolve the source of the bias.

While the SRM clinkers have been very useful both in test method development and for validating lab performance, there is a need for reference materials that cover the more complicated phase assemblage of cements. While certified reference cements for phase abundance could be developed, proficiency testing may be a more practical approach.

4. Application of Proficiency Testing to Assess Laboratory Bias

Proficiency testing is a development based upon interlaboratory programs to evaluate test methods and laboratories using paired samples for chemical analyses of rocks and cements by W.J. Youden [20,21,22]. This approach has been used to assess test precision and to evaluate laboratory performance.

Samples of two different, but similar, cements are distributed to a number of laboratories. Each laboratory reports a single test result for each cement phase identified for each of the two cements. A consensus value for each analyte of each cement is taken as the median value of the data. The median is used because of its insensitivity to outliers. Consensus values often mirror the reference values when a large number of labs provide estimates. In the case of alite for SRM 2688 discussed earlier, the certified value of 66.1 % is closely approached at 65.1 % using the median of the eleven labs.

In the following examples, instead of estimating test precision from the data, we apply existing ASTM performance criteria with the Youden graphical display. This allows a visual assessment of the individual and collective test results to assess compliance of a lab, and to provide some insight on systematic and random error in individual test results.
Figure 2. SRM 2688 measurement results from 11 laboratories for alite, belite, aluminate, and ferrite with SRM certificate value indicated by a red line and reproducibility qualification limit boxes for the 95 % limits in green and 1σ in blue.
In the following cement example, a test result is defined as the mean of triplicate determinations. Key assumptions are that repeatability precision from lab to lab is similar and each lab’s systematic bias (error) affects both of their test results similarly. A Youden scatter plot is prepared where each point represents results of an analyte from the pair of cements. A consensus value is established by taking the median of the data, as the median is less sensitive to outlying results, and plotted as intersecting lines at right angles to each other.

If the test method is not biased, the points will form a roughly circular pattern centered on the intersection of the median lines. Systematic bias is seen as points falling along the 45 degree diagonal away from the median intersection. Random bias is seen in the degree to which points fall off the 45 degree diagonal line, as points falling in the upper-left and lower-right quadrants have opposite signs to their individual estimates. ASTM E2489 provides a means to calculate test precision using paired sample or single sample data [22].

Using the ASTM C1365 qualification criteria and the Youden plot format, we get Figures 3 through 5. These plots have been augmented with graphical features to denote test method qualification criteria. First, the median lines and 45 degree line segment lengths represent the ± d2s, or 95% limits for reproducibility. The circles represent ± 1σ and ± 2σ from the median consensus values for user information since to qualify, lab test results must be within the ± d2s limits. An alternate approach to qualify labs was proposed by Youden [21], with lab performance based upon their distance from the consensus as ± 1σ, ± 1.5σ, ± 2σ, ± 2.5σ, >2.5σ being assigned values of 4 through 0, respectively, along with a sign of + or − if their bias was high or low. For multi-analyte materials like cements, the results are averaged to establish their overall performance score.

5. Observations on the Youden Plots

As an anonymous test program, each lab is aware of their identifying code but not that of any other lab. Plotting of the collective results allows one to quickly compare their reported results against the others and the consensus. The location of their x-y point for each phase reveals both systematic and random error of their testing procedures. Recall that the current reproducibility d2s limits are indicated by the lengths of the median and 45 degree segments. The inner circle (± 1σ) encloses the best-performing labs and the outer circle the well-performing labs (± 2σ). Labs 3 and 9 exhibited the greatest difficulties in their analyses whereas labs 2 and 22 generally performed within the ± 2σ level.

For the alite plot in Figure 3, lab 9 (dark triangle) falls outside the d2s limits, but roughly along the 45 degree line indicating a strong positive bias. Labs 7 (tan triangle) and 10 (blue diamond) exhibit a moderate negative and moderate positive bias, respectively however, they remain within the d2s limits. In contrast, lab 6 (brown +) is located in the lower left quadrant, reflecting a random error. Lab 6 appears to have had difficulty with Cement A, with a low estimate of alite for Cement B, close to the consensus. The apparent correlation between alite and belite estimates are reflected in the Belite Youden plot where lab 7 is positively biases and lab 10 negatively biased. In addition, labs 4 and 12 show a large systematic bias while lab 20 shows a large random bias. Given alite has a propensity to preferentially orient and the diffraction patterns of alite and belite are quite similar, some labs may be having difficulties with
these effects on the determination of appropriate scale factors that are part of the quantitative estimates.

Laboratory 9 also had significant negative systematic bias for aluminate and ferrite while labs 3 and 11 show significant positive aluminate bias and significant negative ferrite bias for lab 3 and a larger random bias with a low ferrite estimate for cement A. Laboratory 3 also exhibits a large positive bias for pericline as seen in Figure 4.

The calcite plot in Figure 5 shows the elongation of data points reflecting a greater propensity for systematic bias in its phase estimates. This may stem from the propensity for preferred orientation for calcite or from its strong overlap with the alite diffraction pattern. Labs 9 and 3 have systematically high estimates while labs 10 and 12 are systematically low. Lab 5 estimated the calcite content of Cement A close to the consensus but either forgot to include calcite for cement B or had a large random bias component in its test procedure.

In some cases a cement phase is present in only one of the two cements. In these cases, a jittered dot diagram may be used to depict the results along with the consensus value (Figure 6). Labs 9 and 3 performed quite well in their estimation of gypsum, falling within the d2s values. Labs 12, 10, and 17 significantly underestimate gypsum relative to the consensus while lab 5 significantly overestimates gypsum concentration. Gypsum is another phase that is very prone to preferred orientation, which is likely to affect its phase estimates. These outlying results suggest that these lab’s specimen preparation methods and any use of orientation corrections merit investigation.

The ASTM C1365 qualification performance criteria are based on a more exhaustive inter-laboratory study involving eleven competent labs and four cements compounded from the SRM clinkers. Performing within the d2s limits or better ensures that a lab is performing at the level comparable to those in the original study. These data should be revised over time as labs become better acquainted with quantitative X-ray diffraction analysis of cements and as instrumentation and processing software improve. Given estimates of repeatability and reproducibility standard deviations can be made from the paired sample and the single sample study, these performance criteria can evolve [22]. The current qualification criteria are on an individual phase basis. The scoring system proposed in [21] would be useful in routine proficiency testing where a running average of all test results would allow labs the ability to examine their test procedures without being excluded for one bad test result.

Zero-value data create some problems for proficiency testing if repeatability and reproducibility values are being estimated. In this example labs did not designate if a zero value was the result of an actual zero determination or that they did not include that phase in their analysis. The test procedure needs evaluation criteria to establish the presence or absence of a phase so it is clear that the value is a zero value rather than a phase that was not identified and therefore left out of the analysis. Selective extraction for the non-silicate phases, an initial qualitative analysis, or requiring a visual check of the refined phase patterns against the cement pattern are all useful methods to clearly establish the presence or absence of a phase. Finally, the effects of preferred orientation on phase estimates appears to be necessary, and recommendations on specimen preparation and the application or orientation corrections should be established.
Figure 3. Youden plots for alite and belite provide graphical feedback on lab performance for both systematic and random bias.
Figure 4. Youden plots for aluminate and ferrite provide graphical feedback on lab performance for both systematic and random bias.
Figure 5. Youden plots for alite and belite provide graphical feedback on lab performance for both systematic and random bias.
Figure 6. A jittered dot diagram with lab numbers used in place of dots provides a rapid means to illustrate individual lab performance against the consensus for a phase that occurs in only one of the two cements.

6. Conclusions

Validation of quantitative X-ray powder diffraction measurements traditionally involved compounding test mixtures of known phase compositions. Validation is particularly important with the Rietveld method as the normalization will obscure bias. ASTM C1365, Standard Test Method for Determination of the Proportion of Phases in Portland Cement and Portland-Cement Clinker Using X-Ray Powder Diffraction, employs a laboratory qualification using replicate determinations of certified reference materials, such as the NIST SRM clinkers. The performance metrics for repeatability and reproducibility precision and for bias in ASTM C1365 are based on multiple inter-laboratory studies and standardized procedures for estimating precision. An alternate validation approach can be found in a modified routine proficiency testing, where a group of laboratories provide a single analysis on each of two cements using the ASTM C1365 qualification criteria. Quantitative feedback provided in graphical format allow participants to assess results for random and systematic error. Proficiency testing of this sort provides participating laboratories with a quantitative assessment of their performance relative to peers using a wider range of materials encompassing the broad spectrum of modern hydraulic cement production.
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